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Chapter

Example T9.2

T9

Heat Engines

Problem: A heat pump is essentially a refrigerator that moves heat from
outside the house (the cold reservoir) to inside the house (the hot reservoir).
Suppose that the outside temperature is 0'C and the inside is22'C, and that
the COP of the heat pump is 8.0. (a) Show that this COP is possible. (b) If the
house requires 36 kW of heat energy to keep its temperature at 22'C, how
much energy do we have to supply to the heat pump?

Solution (a) Since Tc : 0'C :273Kand Ts :22'C = 295K, the maximum
possible COP for the heat pump is Tc/ (Ts - Tc) : en K) / (22 K) = 12.+.
Therefore, a COP of 8.0 is certainly possible.

(b) The problem states that we must supply an energy I Q" I : 36,000 ] to the
house every second. Since I Q"l - I Q.l ir equal to the mechanical energy W
that we have to supply, and since equation T9.12 implies that I p. | : (COP)W,
we have

w= leol-

le.l: leHl-(cop)y/ +

w(1

#cop):

lp"l

(Te.13)

Solving for W and substituting in the numbers yields

_ lC"l _36kJ
y.v:-:-:{kJ
1 +COP 9

tAT

(T9.14)

This is the mechanical energy that we must supply each second. Therefore, if
we use a heat pump, a mere 4 kJ of mechanical energy'will bring 36 kJ of heat
energy into the house. This is a real bargain!

If

everyone would use heat pumps to heat their houses

in the winter,

a very large amount of energy could be saved. Unfortunately, heat pumps
are quite a bit more expensive (and somewhat less reliable) than standard
furnaces (and one can relatively inexpensively heat a home with natural gas,

if supplying 36 k] of heat requires 36 kJ-worth of natural gas). This
makes heat pumps less economically feasible than they should be, considering the value of conserving energy and producing less greenhouse gases.
even
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Steps

in the Carnot cycle

The Carnot Cycie

The Carnot cycle, which was first described by the French physicist Sadi
Carnot (pronounced car-NOI7) in 1824, is a hypothetical cyclic process that
can be used to convert heat to mechanical energy by using an ideal gas as
the working substance. \Atrhile this particular cycle is not used in realistic
engines (for a variety of reasons), it does describe an idealized sequence of gas
processes that could be used in principle to produce mechanical energy at the
maximum theoretical efficiency allowed by the second law of thermodynamics.
The Carnot cycle uses an ideal gas confined in a cylinder by a pistory as
shown in figure T9.5. Imagine that a flywheel keeps the pistonmoving in and
out of the cylinder at a regular pace and stores the mechanical energy produced by the engine. The Carnot cycle consists of the following four steps:

1. Just as the flywheel begins to pull the piston out, we put the cylinder
in thermal contact with a reservoir at temperature Tir, which keeps the
gas temperature fixed at Ts. Since the thermal energy U of an ideal
gas depends on N and 7 but not on V, this means that U also is fixed.

T9.6 The Carnot Cycle
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Figure T9.5
The Carnot cycle. You should imagine that the piston is connected to a flywheel that moves the piston in and out and
stores the mechanical energy produced by the cycle.

However, the expanding gas does work on the piston, so to keep Ufixed,
heat must flow into the gas from the resewoir. Let this amount of heat
2.

b" lQ"l.
Now we remove the reservoir. The gas expand.s adiabatically as the piston continues to move out. Work energy continues to flow out of the gas
as it expands, but no heat is coming in to replace it, so the gas's thermal
energy, and thus its temperature, decreases. The expansion continues
until the gas temperature falls to T6 and the flywheel has pulled the piston to its maximum outward position.
The flywheel now begins to push the piston into the cylinder while the
gas is in contact with the cold reservoir at temperature Tc.. Because work
energy flows into the gas as it is compressed, but the gas's temperature
(and thus its thermal energy) does not increase, an amount of heat energy
equal to the work energy flowing in must flow out of the gas into the
cold reservoir. Let us call this amount of heat I Q.l.

4. Finally, we remove the reservoir. The piston continues to compress the
gas (now adiabatically), Now work energy flews"into the gas, but nc heat

flows out, so the thermal energ-y and ternperature-of the gas increase.
The compression continues until the gas temperafure reaches Ts, and the
piston has moved to its innermost position. The gas is now in the same
state as when the cycle started.

hr a certain sense, tve are using the gas in this process to carry heat Why this cycle produces net
from the hot reservoir to the cold reservoir. However, there is a net flow of mechanical energy
mechanical energy out of. the gas: the gas converts some of. the heat it carries
to the cold reservoir to mechanical energy. How do we know? Consider plotting the process on a PV diagram. During the isothermal volume changes
(steps 1 and 3), the ideal gas law implies that since PV : NksT and N and T
are constant, we have P x 1/V. On the other hand, during the adiabatic processes (steps 2 and 4), we have

where

7

=

,*?

(re.15)

where/is the number of degrees of freedom available to each gas molecule
(/is 3 for a monatomic gas and 5 for a diatomic gas). This equation implies
that P x. V-1, and since 7 > 1, this means that P falls off more sharply with
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Figure T9.6
A PVdiagram of the Carnot rycle.
The net work flowing out of the
gas in the cycle is equal to the
area enclosed by the process on
the diagram.

The efficiency of a Camot
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increasing volume than the curves for the isothermal process. Therefore, a
PV diagram of the entire process looks as shown in figure T9.6. The cycle
begins with (1) an isothermal expansion at the hot reseryoit's temperature
T1r, continues with (2) an adiabatic expansion that moves the gas's state at
a steeper downward slope to the cold reservoir's temperature Tc, (3) an isothermal compression at that temperature, and (4) an adiabatic compression
back to the hot reservoir's temperature Ts. The rycle therefore goes clockwise around the PV diagram.
Remember from chapter T7 that the work done on or by a gas in a given
quasistatic process is equal to the area under the cuwe representing that process on a PV diagram. The diagram clearly shows that the area under the
curves of processes 1 and 2 is greater in magnitude than the area under the
curves of processes 3 and 4. The work energy moving out of. ttre gas during
the expansion processes is thus greater than that moving into the gas during the compression processes. So during the rycle as a whole, work energy
leaves the gas (and is stored in the flywheel). This must come at the expense
of some part of the heat energy that it absorbed ln the fust step.
One of the main reasons that we are interested in the Carnot cycle is
that such an engine (in the absence of friction or other imperfections) would
operate at the maximum efficiency allowed by the second law. One can show
directly from formulas we derived in chapter T7 f.or the work done in isothermal and adiabatic processes that e = (TH - Td/TH for a Carnot engine
(see problem T9D.3). But we can arrive at the same result more quickiy by
considering the entropies involved. During the adiabatic steps, the reservoirs
are disconnected, and we know the gas's entropy does not change during
an adiabatic volume change, so no new entropy is created in either of these
steps. During either of the isothermal steps, the gas and the reservoir have
the same temperature, so a heat flow between them also does not create any
new entropy (the one gains as much entropy as the other loses). So the net
change in entropy of the system consisting of the reservoirs and the engine
is zero for a complete cycle, i-ply-g that the equalities in equations T9.5
and T9.6 apply.This in turn implies that the Carnot engine's efficiency is the
maximum allowed by the second law.
One can create a Carnot refrigerator simply by running the Camot cycle
in reverse, that is, by compressing the gas during steps 1 and 2 and expanding it in steps 3 and 4 (that is, running the cycle inthe counterclockusise clirection on the diagram). Now workflows into,the,gas.during steps 1 and 2 and
out in steps-3 and 4; and we can see that more workflows in than goerout, so
the complete rycle converts work to heat going into the hot reservoir, but also
extracts heat from the cold reservoir. Since (again) none of the steps creates
any new entuopy, this refrigerator must have the maximum COP allowed by
the second law.
\zVhile the Carnot rycle is maximally fficient, it is not very practical. To
keep from generating new entropy in the isothermal steps, the temperature
difference between the gas and the reservoirs must be as small as possible.
But the smaller the temperature difference, the slower the heat will flow, so
it takes a very long time to get much energy out of such an engine. More
realistic engines make compromises between efficiency and power (work per
time) generated, which is one reason that realistic engines are less than maximally efficient. Some more realistic engines are discussed in the problems.

